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i wrote this becaues of my friend sarra. i'm sick of it why do people have to be so rude or mean! i wrote
this to hopefully make them think ,but you can lead a horse to water but you can't make it drink.
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1 - yuri?

Yuri?

What is it?

Just a simple sin?

Just two girls?

What do you see it as?

Something that is like a roach it must be killed quickly before it spreads to others?



When you look at two girls in love inset it the same as any couple?

Is it because of your god?

What right is he to judge?

Dose it not say in the bible I love all of my children equally no matter what?

If this is a sin can all sins before given?

Is it truly that bad to love the same sex as you love the opposite?

Is it better for two straight people to be together that are unhappy then two gay people that love each
other to not be together because of society?



Maybe you dislike this because of society?

Is that why?

Every one else hates it why shouldn�t I?

Just because you disapprove dose that give you the right to hurt us in the process?

Do you really think we really can�t hear you when were sitting a chair or two down?

Do you think comments like eww that�s so gross two girls why do they have to be freaks?

Do you really think that doesn�t hurt?

If you do then why do you continue down this path of this hate?



I know the way you were raised right that it?

Why do you seek to blame another for the choices you make?

Are you that week?

You know people can only influence you but never make your choices?

If you�re that easily influenced do you even have any opinions of you own?

Do you think I�m just here to complain?

No just to get my point across WE ARE NORMAL!



This goes out to Sara I�m sorry you have to endure all of what you�re going through.
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